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1 Introduction

It is commonly observed that residential mobility is limited because of different costs. In

particular, transaction costs, which include transaction taxes such as capital gain taxes and

ad valorem taxes that are proportional to the housing value (e.g. stamp duties and sale

taxes), are substantial barriers to mobility (see e.g. van Ommeren and van Leuvensteijn,

2005). It has also been observed that homes tend to be less mobile than jobs. For example,

Manning (2003) argues that approximately 20% of workers have job tenure less than a year

compared to 10% with residential tenure of less than a year. These features can explain,

in particular, why workers do not always change location as soon as they change their

employment status.

The aim of this paper is to develop a spatial search-matching model in which mobility

costs are so high that it is too costly for workers to relocate when a change in their employ-

ment status occurs. In particular, we explicitly model the interaction between the labor and

the land market so that wages, unemployment, job creation, housing prices and location are

endogenous.

There is by now a small literature on urban search models (Zenou, 2007). Most of these

models (Simpson, 1992; Wasmer and Zenou, 2002; Sato, 2001; 2004; Smith and Zenou,

2003) assume no mobility costs so that workers relocate as soon as their employment status

changes. Very few authors have incorporated positive residential relocation costs in a spatial

search model. Wasmer and Zenou (2006) consider both mobile and immobile workers. When

hit by a job-destruction shock, the latter decide to stay at the same location whereas the

former optimally relocate. They show that, compared to the model with no relocation costs,

a middle area will emerge in the city where all workers are immobile. This model is however

very cumbersome and the implications in the labor market are difficult to analyze. Selod and

Zenou (2006) have a model with high relocation costs but again the labor-market outcomes

are not fully determined (for example, the wage is exogenous). Coulson et al. (2001) develop

a search model in a duocentric and assume no mobility costs within an area and positive

costs between the two areas. Contrary to our approach, their focus is on the labor-market

outcome differences between the areas so that, in particular, the intra analysis of the land

market (i.e. where do workers locate in the city and what is the price of land at each

location in the city) is not analyzed. Finally, Van Ommeren and Rietveld (2007) develop

an interesting search-matching model with high residential relocation costs but assume that
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space is homogenous so that there is no difference in housing prices over space.

We believe that the present paper is the first attempt to introduce high relocation costs

in an intra-city model where the analysis of the land market (Fujita, 1989) and the labor

market with job-matching (Pissarides, 2000) is explicitly considered.

To be more precise, we develop a standard search-matching model in which workers have

very high-relocation costs so that they stay at their location when they are hit by a shock

and change their employment status. We assume perfect capital markets with a zero interest

rate, so workers only care on the fraction of time they are employed and unemployed, and

firms on the fraction of time they have a filled and a vacant job. We characterize the urban-

land use equilibrium as well as the labor-market equilibrium. We show, in particular, that

wages increase with distance to jobs and commuting costs because firms need to compensate

the transportation cost difference between the employed and unemployed workers at each

location in the city. We also show that the equilibrium land rent is positively affected by

workers’ productivity because an increase in the latter induces firms to create more jobs,

which, in turn, increases the competition in the land market. An other interesting result is

that higher unemployment benefits leads to lower land prices because of the induced effect

on job creation. We also demonstrate that the equilibrium is not efficient and derive a spatial

Pissarides-Hosios condition. We then extend this model so that search intensity becomes

a function of distance to jobs because remote workers tend to have less information about

jobs. All our previous results are robust to this extension.

The main advantage of our model is that it is very simple so that it can be used for

further applications. This is what is done in the last section of the paper where we provide a

model explaining the observed spatial mismatch between where black workers live and where

jobs are. Indeed, first formulated by Kain (1968), the spatial mismatch hypothesis states

that, residing in urban segregated areas distant from and poorly connected to major centres

of employment growth, black workers face strong geographic barriers to finding and keeping

well-paid jobs. In the US context, where jobs have been decentralized and blacks have

stayed in the central parts of cities, the main conclusion of the spatial mismatch hypothesis

is that distance to jobs is the main cause of high unemployment rates and low earnings

among blacks. Since Kain’s study, hundreds of others have been conducted trying to test

the spatial mismatch hypothesis (see, in particular, the literature survey by Ihlanfeldt and

Sjoquist, 1998). The usual approach is to relate a measure of labour-market outcomes,
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typically employment or earnings, to another measure of job access, typically some index

that captures the distance between residences and centres of employment. The bulk of the

evidence confirms that distance to jobs indeed leads to adverse labor-market outcomes for

black workers in the US (Ihlanfeldt and Sjoquist, 1998).1

Despite this abundant empirical literature, theoretical models have emerged only recently,

which probably explains why the mechanisms of spatial mismatch has long remained unclear

and not properly tested (Gobillon et al., 2007). In the present paper, we propose the following

explanation. Black and white workers only differ by their contact rate with firms, which

implies that the returns to search are lower for black workers. As a result, they are more

often unemployed and thus reside farther away from jobs. Since, for a given search effort,

workers who live far away from jobs have few chances to find a job because they get little

information on distant job opportunities, this location pattern implies that black workers

search less intensively than whites, which increases even more their unemployment rate.

Therefore, whites end up having higher wages and lower unemployment rates. So, in this

model, because blacks and whites differ by their contact rate (because, for example, they have

different social networks), they end up with very different adverse labor-market outcomes.

What is interesting here is that the housing market amplifies the effects of the labor market

by creating additional frictions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present the basic

model while the steady-state equilibrium is analyzed in section 3. In section 4, we extend

the basic model to take into account the fact that distance to jobs negatively affects search

intensity. In section 5, we apply the previous model to explain the segregation and adverse

labor-market outcomes of black workers. Finally, section 6 concludes.

2 The model

Consider a continuum of equally productive workers whose mass is N and who are uniformly

distributed along a linear and closed city. All land is owned by absentee landlords and all

firms are exogenously located in the Business District (BD hereafter). There is no vacant

land. The BD is a unique employment center located at one end of the linear city. In a

1In Europe, there are also evidence of a spatial mismatch for ethnic minorities. See, in particular, Gobillon

och Selod (2007) for France, and Patacchini and Zenou (2005) for the UK.
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centralized city, it corresponds to the Central Business District, whereas in a completely

decentralized city, it represents suburban employment. Workers are risk neutral, optimally

decide their place of residence between the BD and the other end of the city, and all consume

the same amount of land (normalized to 1 for simplicity). Without loss of generality, the

density of residential land parcels is taken to be unity, so that there are exactly x units of

housing within a distance x from the BD. Relocation costs are assumed to be very high so

that workers do not relocate after a change in their employment status.

Job matching There is a continuum of firms whose mass is M . A firm is a unit of

production that can either be filled by a worker whose production is y units of output or be

unfilled and thus unproductive. In order to find a worker, a firm posts a vacancy. A vacancy

can be filled according to a random Poisson process. Similarly, workers searching for a job

will find one according to a random Poisson process. In aggregate, these processes imply

that there is a number of contacts per unit of time between the two sides of the market that

are determined by the following matching function:2

M(suN, V )

where s is the average search efficiency of the unemployed workers, uN and V the total

number of unemployed (u is the unemployment rate) and vacancies, respectively. It is as-

sumed here that s = s, so each worker provides the same search effort s, which is exogenous.3

As in the standard search-matching model (see e.g. Mortensen and Pissarides, 1999, and

Pissarides, 2000), we assume that M(.) is increasing both in its arguments, concave and

homogeneous of degree 1 (or equivalently has constant return to scale). Thus, the rate at

which vacancies are filled is M(suN, V )/V . By constant return to scale, it can be rewritten

as

M(1/θ, 1) ≡ q(θ)

where

θ =
V

suN
(1)

2This matching function is written under the assumption that the city is monocentric, i.e. all firms are

located in one fixed location.
3This assumption is relaxed in section 4.
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is a measure of labor market tightness in efficiency units and q(θ) is a Poisson intensity. By

using the properties of M(.), it is easily verified that q0(θ) ≤ 0: the higher the labor market
tightness, the lower the rate at which firm fill their vacancy. Similarly, the rate at which an

unemployed worker with search intensity s leaves unemployment is

s

s

M(suN, V )

uN
≡ s θq(θ)

Again, by using the properties of M(.), it is easily verified that [θq(θ)]0 ≥ 0: the higher the
labor market tightness, the higher the rate at which workers leave unemployment since there

are relatively more jobs than unemployed workers. So here the higher the search intensity s

(unemployed search more actively for jobs), the higher is this rate s θq(θ). Finally, the rate

at which jobs are destroyed is exogenous and denoted by δ.

If, in this model, there are no frictions, then unemployment and vacancies disappear, and

jobs are found and filled instantaneously. Indeed,

lim
θ→0

[θq (θ)] = lim
θ→+∞

q (θ) = 0 (2)

and

lim
θ→+∞

[θq (θ)] = lim
θ→0

q (θ) = +∞ (3)

That is, if θ → 0, then the number of unemployed is infinite and thus firms filled their

job instantaneously (no frictions on the firm’s side), whereas if θ → 0, then the number of

vacancies is infinite and thus workers find a job instantaneously (no frictions on the worker’s

side).

Workers’ expected utility Each individual is identified with one unit of labor. Each

employed worker goes to the BD to work and incurs a fixed monetary commuting cost τ per

unit of distance. When living at a distance x from the CBD, he/she also pays a land rent

R(x), consumes 1 unity of land, and earns a wage wL (that will be determined at the labor

market equilibrium).4 The instantaneous (indirect) utility of an employed worker located at

a distance x from the BD is thus given by:

WL(x) = wL(x)− τ x−R(x) (4)

4The subscript L refers to the employed whereas the subscript U refers to the unemployed.
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We will show below that the wage is indeed a function of x, the distance to jobs. Concerning

the unemployed workers, they commute less often to the CBD since they mainly go there to

search for jobs. So, we assume that they incur a commuting cost s τ per unit of distance,

where, as stated above, 0 < s ≤ 1 is a measure of search intensity or search efficiency. For
example s = 1 would mean that the unemployed workers search very intensively so that they

go to the CBD as often as the employed workers.5 The instantaneous (indirect) utility of an

unemployed worker residing at a distance x from the CBD is equal to:

WU(x) = wU − s τ x−R(x) (5)

As stated above, changes in the employment status of workers are governed by a Poisson

process in which s θq(θ) is the job acquisition rate and δ is the exogenous job separation

rate. At the steady state, flows into and out of unemployment must be equal, i.e.

(1− u)N δ = uN θq(θ)

Therefore, the steady-state unemployment rate is given by:

u =
δ

δ + s θq(θ)
(6)

As it is well-known in a Poisson process, the steady-state unemployment rate u = U/N

and employment rate 1− u correspond to the respective fractions of time a worker remains

unemployed and employed over his/her infinite lifetime. We are thus able to calculate the

expected utility of workers. To do that, we assume perfect capital markets with a zero

interest rate,6 i.e. r → 0. With perfect capital markets, workers are able to smooth their

disposable income over time so that at any moment in time, the disposable income of a

worker is equal to his/her average net income over the job cycle. Therefore, the expected

utility of a worker residing in x is given by:

EW (x) = (1− u)WL(x) + uWU(x)

= wL(x)− τ x−R(x)− δ [wL(x)− wU − (1− s) τ x]

δ + s θq(θ)
(7)

5We could also introduce other search costs that are not-distance related. This would complicate the

model without altering any of our results.
6When there is a zero interest rate, workers have no intrinsic preference for the present so that they only

care about the fraction of time they spend employed and unemployed. Therefore, the expected utilities are

not state dependent.
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Observe that in order to write this expected utility, we have assumed that, because work-

ers are able to smooth their income over time, a worker’s residential location remains fixed

as he enters and leaves unemployment. In other words, after a change in his/her employment

status, the worker does not relocate.

A steady-state equilibrium requires solving simultaneously an urban land use equilibrium

and a labor market equilibrium. It is convenient to present first the latter and then the

former.

3 Steady-state equilibrium and welfare

3.1 Labor-market equilibrium

Firms’ expected utility Let us first determine the expected utility of firms when

r → 0. The instantaneous profit function for a firm hiring a worker is given by:

ΠF (x) = y − wL(x)

whereas for a firm with a vacant job, it is equal to:

ΠV = −c

where c is the cost of holding a vacancy. As stated above, there is a Poisson process on the

firm’s side in which q(θ) is the job-contact rate and δ is the exogenous job-separation rate.

At the steady state, flows into and out of vacancies are equal, which is equivalent to:

vM q(θ) = δ (1− v)M (8)

Observe that here the vacancy rate v is the number of vacant jobs as a fraction of the total

number of firms, i.e. v = V/M and not as it is usually defined (Pissarides, 2000) as a fraction

of the total labor force N . Observe also that δ (1− v)M = δ (1− u)N and thus (8) can

also be written as:

vM q(θ) = δ (1− u)N (9)
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Therefore, solving (8) gives the value of the vacancy rate v as:7

v =
δ

δ + q(θ)
(10)

Note that the total number of jobs M is defined as:

M = (1− u)N| {z }
Total filled jobs

+ vM|{z}
Total vacant jobs

which using (1) is equivalent to:

M

N
=
1− u

1− v
=

1− u

1− θ s u
(11)

The unemployment rate u is given by (6) and θ will be determined by a free-entry condition.

When u and θ are determined, then M/N will adjust in order for (11) to be true.

With zero interest rate, the expected profit of a firm EΠ is therefore equal to:

EΠ(x) = (1− v)ΠF (x) + vΠV

= y − wL(x)−
δ [y − wL(x) + c]

δ + q(θ)
(12)

Wage determination The usual assumption about wage determination (Pissarides,

2000) is that, at each period, the total surplus is shared through a generalized Nash-

bargaining process between the firm and the worker. Let us determine the surplus of workers

and firms. When a worker located at x accepts a job offer, he/she will get an expected utility

of EW (x) defined by (7). His/her threat point, i.e. the utility obtained if he/she does not

accept the job offer (the negotiation fails), is given by:

WU(x) = wU − sτx−R(x)

Indeed, since all firms are identical, all job offers will be the same, and thus, if a worker

refuses a job offer today, he/she now that he/she will refuse all job offers in the future. As

7Solving (9) would lead to

v =
δ

q(θ)

N

M
(1− u)

which using (6) gives:

θ =
vM

suN

which is equation (1).
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a result, the worker will get all his/her life the same utility of being unemployed, which is

equal to WU(x) since r → 0. Thus the surplus for workers located at x of accepting a job

offer is equal to:

SW = EW (x)−WU(x) =

∙
s θq(θ)

δ + s θq(θ)

¸
[wL − wU − (1− s) τ x]

= (1− u) [WL(x)−WU(x)]

The value of the surplus is easy to understand since it means that, by accepting a job offer,

the gain is the instantaneous surplus of being employed, i.e. WL(x) −WU(x), during the

fraction of time the worker is employed, i.e. 1 − u. Similarly, for firms, if the negotiation

fails, the firm will obtain for ever ΠV and thus the surplus is equal to:

SF = EΠ−ΠV =

∙
q(θ)

δ + q(θ)

¸
(y − wL + c)

= (1− v) [ΠF −ΠV ]

For firms, the surplus of a match is the instantaneous profit difference of having a filled job

during the fraction of time the job will be filled. The total surplus is thus S = SW +SF and

is shared according to a bargaining between the worker and the firm. If 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 denotes
the bargaining power of workers, then the wage is defined as:

wL = argmax
wL

[EW −WU(x)]
β (EΠ−ΠV )

1−β

Solving this program leads to:8

w∗L(x) = β (y + c) + (1− β) [wU + (1− s) τ x] (13)

We have the standard effects of the impact of the parameters on wages in the non-spatial

search-matching model (Pissarides, 2000) where an increase in y, c or wU increases the wage

because the outside option of workers is improved. The bargaining power of workers, i.e. β,

has however an ambiguous effect on w∗L(x) because two opposite effects are at work. Indeed,

an increase in β increases the wage since the worker obtains more of the surplus but because

it also reduces firms’ bargaining power, the firm compensates less the workers for spatial

costs. The net effect is thus ambiguous. However, we will impose a condition below (see

8In the Appendix, we show that one can obtain the same wage by solving the case r > 0, and then letting

r → 0.
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(14)), which guarantees that the productivity y is always higher than wages, which in turn

ensures that wL and β are positively correlated.

The spatial aspect of the wage is here captured by (1− s) τ x, which implies that wages

increase with distance to jobs and commuting costs. Indeed, (1− s) τ x is what firms must

pay to induce workers to accept the job offer since they must exactly compensate the trans-

portation cost difference between the employed and unemployed workers at each location x.

The fact that firms offer transport-related fringe benefits, which include monetary and non-

monetary transport benefits (company cars, travel benefits, subsidized travel, etc.), is quite

common (Barber, 1998). For example, using information on firms’ recruitment strategy in

the United Kingdom, van Ommeren et al. (2006) show that workers’ journey-to-work time

induces firms to offer transport benefits to job applicants.

The fact that wages increase with distance to jobs (or equivalently with commuting

time) has been already found by other theoretical models (Zenou, 2006, van Ommeren and

Rietveld, 2007) and is a well-established empirical fact. For example, Manning (2003) using

British data (the Labour force Survey for 1993-2001 and the British Household Panel Survey

for 1991-2000) shows that an extra hour of commuting each day is associated, on average,

with an increase in wages of 27 log points. This is even truer for highly educated workers

since those with more education and in the higher-status occupations are more likely to have

both high wages and a long commute. These results are consistent with the ones found in the

United States. For instance, Madden (1985) uses the PSID to investigate how wages vary

with distance to the CBD. She finds that, for all workers who changed job, there is a positive

relationship between wage change and change in commute. Zax (1991), who uses data from

a single company and regresses wages on commutes, also finds a positive relationship.

For this model to make sense, it has to be that the productivity y is always higher than

the wage w∗L(x), ∀x ∈ [0, N ]. The condition that guarantees that this is always true is given
by:

y − wU >
β c

(1− β)
+ (1− s) τ N (14)

Free-entry condition and labor demand Firms enter in the labor market up to

the point where their expected profit is equal to zero. When they enter the labor market,

they do not know which wage they will pay so ex ante they expect to pay the average wage,
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wL(x), which is given by:

wL(x) = wL(x) = wL(
N

2
) = β(y + c) + (1− β)

∙
wU + (1− s) τ

N

2

¸
(15)

since workers are uniformly distributed in the city. The free-entry condition is thusEΠ(N/2) =

0, which, using (12), leads to:

q(θ) [y − wL (N/2)] = δ c (16)

which using (10) can be written as (1− v) [y − wL (N/2)] = v c. This means that the ex-

pected value of a filled job is equal to the expected search cost, i.e. the cost per unit of time

multiplied by the fraction of time the job is vacant. This establishes a negative relationship

between job creation θ and the average wage wL (N/2) since higher wages deter entry and

thus reduces job creation. Plugging the value of the wage (15) into (16) yields:

y − wU =

∙
δ

q(θ∗)
+ β

¸
c

(1− β)
+ (1− s) τ

N

2
(17)

This is the equilibrium condition that determines the job creation θ∗. It is to see that, using

(2) and (3), then, given that (14) holds, there exists a unique solution in θ∗ for equation

(17). By totally differentiating (17), we easily obtain:

∂θ∗

∂δ
< 0

∂θ∗

∂β
< 0

∂θ∗

∂c
< 0

∂θ∗

∂y
> 0

∂θ∗

∂wU
< 0 (18)

∂θ∗

∂τ
< 0

∂θ∗

∂s
> 0

∂θ∗

∂N
< 0 (19)

The results in (18) are similar to that of the non-spatial model. Indeed, an increase (resp.

decrease) in β, c, or wU (resp. y) deters entry and thus reduces job creation θ∗ because

it increases wages. For δ, the effect is similar but goes through u since higher δ implies

that firms spend a lower fraction of their lifetime with a filled job. In (19), we display the

results concerning the spatial variables. One can see that when τ or N increases or when s

decreases, then firms need to compensate more workers for their spatial costs, which reduces

entry and thus job creation.

3.2 Urban land-use equilibrium

Let us now solve the urban land use equilibrium. By plugging the wage (13) into (7), we

obtain the following expected utility of a worker located at x:

EW (x) = wU + β (1− u) [y − wU + c− (1− s) τx]− s τx−R(x)
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In equilibrium, independently of x, all workers reach the same utility level EW . Therefore,

the bid rent function of a worker residing at a distance x from the BD can be written as:9

Ψ(x,EW ) = wU + β (1− u) [y − wU + c− (1− s) τx]− s τx−EW (20)

with
∂Ψ(x,EW )

∂x
= − [s+ β (1− s) (1− u)] τ < 0

which is decreasing and linear in x. This shows that the role of the land rent is to compensate

workers for commuting costs and for the wage, which depends on the time they spend in

each state (employment versus unemployment). Denote the agricultural land rent (the rent

outside the city or opportunity rent) by RA and, without loss of generality, we normalize it

to zero. We have:

Definition 1 An urban-land use equilibrium with high relocation costs, fixed-housing con-

sumption and fixed search intensity is a 2-tuple (EW ∗, R∗(x)) such that:

Ψ(N,EW ∗) = RA = 0 (21)

R∗(x) = max {Ψ(x,EW ∗), 0} at each x ∈ (0, N ] (22)

Equation (21) says that the bid rent of the workers must be equal to the agricultural land

at the city fringe while equation (22) defines the equilibrium land rent as the upper envelope

of the equilibrium bid rent curves of all workers’ types and the agricultural rent line.

Solving these equations leads to:

EW ∗ = wU + β

∙
s θq(θ)

δ + s θq(θ)

¸
[y − wU + c− (1− s) τN ]− s τN (23)

R∗(x) =

⎧⎨⎩ τ (N − x)
h
s+ (1− s)β

³
s θq(θ)

δ+s θq(θ)

´i
for x ≤ N

0 for x > N
(24)

We have

∂EW ∗

∂θ
> 0

∂R∗(x)

∂θ
> 0 (25)

9The bid rent is a standard concept in urban economics (Fujita, 1989). It indicates the maximum land

rent that a worker located at a distance x from the BD is ready to pay in order to achieve utility level EW .
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Indeed, when θ increases, the fraction of time spent employed (1 − u) increases and thus

workers obtain more often the wage wL. Since wL > wU , their expected utility EW ∗ in-

creases. Workers are thus able to bid more for land, which increases the competition in the

land market. This, ultimately, results in an increase in the equilibrium land rent R∗(x) at

each location x. The fact that land prices increase in boom periods is well-documented (see

e.g. Girouard et al., 2006).

Furthermore, for a given θ, we also obtain:

∂EW ∗

∂y
|θ fixed> 0

∂EW ∗

∂wU
|θ fixed> 0

∂EW ∗

∂c
|θ fixed> 0

∂EW ∗

∂β
|θ fixed> 0

(26)

∂EW ∗

∂τ
|θ fixed=

∂EW ∗

∂N
|θ fixed< 0

∂EW ∗

∂s
|θ fixedR 0 (27)

Indeed, when all the non-spatial parameters (y, wU , c, β) that affect positively the wage

increase, then the expected utility EW ∗ also increases. For the spatial parameters τ and

N , we have the reverse effect because increasing them increases the competition in the land

market so that land prices are higher, which decrease the expected utility. Finally, when s

increases, there are two opposite effects. On the one hand, it decreases the wage since the

spatial cost difference between employment and unemployment is lower and thus firms need

to compensate less their workers. On the other, it increases their chance to become employed

and thus on average workers spend more time employed. The net effect is thus ambiguous.

For a given θ, we also have:

∂R∗(x)

∂β
|θ fixed> 0

∂R∗(x)

∂τ
|θ fixed> 0

∂R∗(x)

∂N
|θ fixed> 0

∂R∗(x)

∂s
|θ fixedR 0

(28)

Indeed, when costs of commuting increase or the city is bigger, the competition in the land

market is fiercer and thus land prices increase. Also, when workers have more bargaining

power β, land rents increase because wages are higher. Finally, s has an ambiguous effect

on R∗(x) because it affects both directly and indirectly (via the job acquisition rate) the

competition in land market.

3.3 Steady-state equilibrium

Let us give a formal definition of the steady-state equilibrium.

14



Definition 2 A steady-state equilibrium is a 5-tuple (w∗L(x), θ
∗, u∗, EW ∗, R∗(x)) such that

(13), (17), (6), (23) and (24) are satisfied.

We have the following result.

Proposition 1 If (14) holds, then there exists a unique steady-state equilibrium.

It is indeed straightforward to see that this steady-state equilibrium is unique. First, the

wage is directly determined by (13) since it depends only on parameters. Then, as stated

above, when (14) holds, solving (17) gives a unique solution in θ, the labor-market tightness.

Plugging this value in (6), we obtain the equilibrium unemployment rate u∗. Furthermore,

by plugging θ∗ in either (10) or in (1) (by using (6), the two equations are in fact equivalent),

we obtain v∗. Finally, replacing θ∗ in (23) and (24) gives respectively EW ∗and R∗(x).

3.4 Interaction between land and labor markets

Let us study the general equilibrium effects on the impact of the different parameters on the

expected utility EW ∗ and the land rent R∗(x). It is really the labor-market tightness θ that

makes the link between the land and the labor markets. We obtain:

∂EW ∗

∂δ
< 0

∂EW ∗

∂y
> 0

∂EW ∗

∂wU
R 0 ∂EW ∗

∂c
R 0 ∂EW ∗

∂β
R 0

∂EW ∗

∂τ
R 0 ∂EW ∗

∂N
R 0 ∂EW ∗

∂s
R 0

Observe first that, by looking at (23), one can see that the effect of δ on EW ∗ is only indirect

via θ and is negative since higher δ increases the fraction of time one spends unemployed,

which reduces the expected utility. For all the other parameters, there are always two effects:

a direct one and an indirect one via θ. Concerning the productivity y, the effect on EW ∗ is

always positive because it directly increases the wage and thus the expected utility (see (26))

but it also increases job creation and thus the time spent employed. For wU and c, the effects

are ambiguous because it has a direct positive effect (see (26)) but an indirect negative effect

via θ since it increases wages but reduces job creation (see (18)). Concerning the spatial

variables τ and N , increasing them always reduces the expected utility EW ∗ because it

both reduces job creation and increases the competition in the land market. Finally, the
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ambiguity of β and s stems from the same types of direct and indirect effect via θ. We also

have the following results.

∂R∗(x)

∂y
> 0

∂R∗(x)

∂wU
< 0

∂R∗(x)

∂c
< 0

∂R∗(x)

∂δ
< 0

∂R∗(x)

∂β
R 0

∂R∗(x)

∂τ
R 0 ∂R∗(x)

∂N
R 0 ∂R∗(x)

∂s
R 0

First, the parameters y, δ, c and wU affect the equilibrium land rent R
∗(x) only indirectly

through θ∗. For example, when job matches are more productive, y increases, and thus

firms create more jobs, which leads to an increase of θ. The latter implies that there is

more competition in the land market and thus land prices are augmented at all locations

x ∈ [0, N ]. The same reasoning applies for δ, c and wU , even though the effects are negative.

It is particularly interesting to see that an increase in unemployment benefits wU leads to

lower land prices. This does not seem to be contradicted by what we observe when we

compare countries like the UK, which have low unemployment benefits, and other European

countries such as France, Germany or Spain, where unemployment benefits are higher. It

is indeed well-known that London is a much expensive place to live than Paris, Berlin or

Madrid. Of course a thorough econometric test of this relationship will be very welcome

and the results very important for policy issues. Second, the bargaining power of workers,

β, acts both directly and indirectly through on R∗(x). Indeed, it is easy to check that

sign
∂R∗(x)

∂β
= sign

⎡⎣ s θq(θ)

δ + s θq(θ)
+

+ β
∂ (1− u)

∂θ
+

∂θ

∂β
−

⎤⎦
where the first and last sign are derived using (28) and (18), respectively. There is a direct

positive effect since a higher β implies higher wages and thus more capacity to pay for land.

There is also an indirect negative effect since a higher β, which increases the wage, also

reduces the job creation rate θ, and thus the time workers spend employed. This, in turn,

reduces their bid rent. The net effect is thus ambiguous. Finally, the effects of commuting

costs τ and city size N on R∗(x) are ambiguous. Indeed, when τ or N increases, there is a

direct positive effect on land rents because the access to jobs becomes more important (see

(28)) but there is also an indirect negative effect on land rents via θ∗ since wages increase,

firms create less jobs and thus workers spend more time unemployed and bid less for land.
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3.5 Welfare and efficiency

As in the standard search-matching literature (Mortensen and Pissarides, 1999, Pissarides,

2000), in the present model, market failures are caused by search externalities. We would like

now to see if the land market with high-relocation costs create additional market failures.

Let us study the welfare of this economy. The social welfare function is given by the

sum of the utilities of the employed and the unemployed, the production of the firms net of

search costs and the land rents received by the (absentee) landlords. The wage wL as well

as the land rent R(x), being pure transfers, are thus excluded in the social welfare function.

When r → 0, the latter is therefore given by:

W =

Z N

0

(1− u) (y − τ x) dx+

Z N

0

u (wU − sτ x) dx− v c

= (1− u)

∙
y N − τ

N2

2

¸
+ u

∙
wU N − s τ

N2

2

¸
− θ s uN c

Indeed, each worker located at x ∈ [0, N ], spends 1−u fraction of his/her lifetime employed,
where he/she produces y while spending τx in commuting costs, and u fraction of his/her

lifetime unemployed, where he earns wU and spends sτ x in commuting costs. Firms (whose

total mass is 1) spend v = θ s uN fraction of their lifetime vacant, which cost them c. The

planner solves: maxθ,uW, subject to the constraint (6). The solution of this maximization
problem leads to:

y − wU =

∙
δ

q(θ)
+ s θ η(θ)

¸ ∙
c

1− η(θ)

¸
+ (1− s) τ

N

2
(29)

where

η(θ) = −q
0(θ)

q(θ)
θ

is the elasticity of q(θ), the firm’s contact rate. Comparing (29) with the market solution

(17), we obtain the following result:

Proposition 2 If

β =
[δ + sθq(θ)] η(θ)

δ + q(θ) [1− η(θ) (1− sθ)]
(30)

holds, then the private and the social outcomes coincide.
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In the standard non-spatial search-matching models, Hosios (1990) and Pissarides (2000)

have established that search equilibrium is socially efficient if and only if the matching

function is homogenous of degree one (like here) and the worker’s share of surplus β is

equal to η(θ) the elasticity of the matching function with respect to unemployment. This is

referred to as the Hosios-Pissarides condition. Here this condition does not hold and in fact

(30) can be considered as a spatial Hosios-Pissarides condition since high-relocation costs

imply new inefficiencies. Indeed, if one uses exactly the same spatial model as this one,

but with zero-relocation costs (as in Wasmer and Zenou, 2002, and Zenou, 2007, chap. 1),

then the non-spatial Hosios-Pissarides condition, i.e. β = η(θ), holds and guarantees that

the market solution is efficient. As a result, the fact that the standard Hosios-Pissarides

condition does not hold here is because high-relocation costs, which means that workers are

stuck to their residential location, creation additional frictions and externalities.

4 Search intensity as a function of distance to jobs

So far workers’ search intensity was exogenous and independent of residential location. There

are strong evidence showing that distance to jobs does impact on search behavior. Indeed,

Barron and Gilley (1981) and Chirinko (1982) have shown that there are diminishing re-

turns to search when people live far away from jobs. Rogers (1997) have also demonstrated

that access to employment is a significant variable in explaining the probability of leaving

unemployment. Finally, Seater (1979) have shown that workers searching further away from

their residences are less productive in their search activities than those who search closer to

where they live.

Following Wasmer and Zenou (2002), we would like to endogeneize s by assuming that

s(x) = s0 − sax (31)

where s0 > 0 and sa > 0. In this formulation, s0 is the part of the search intensity that is

not affected by distance to jobs while sa is the marginal decrease in search intensity per unit

of distance. Since the job acquisition rate is defined as: (s0 − sax) θq(θ), then sa θq(θ) is the

marginal decrease in the job acquisition rate for an unemployed worker. When sa = 0, we

are back to the previous model. In order for the search intensity to be always positive and
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to be less than 1 whatever x ∈ [0, N ], we impose that

saN < s0 < 1 (32)

So, with this formulation, when workers are further away from jobs, they search less intensively.10

Moreover, s, the aggregate search efficiency in a city will now depend on the average location

of the unemployed. Since workers are fixed to their location and do not relocate, it is given

by

s = s0 − sax

= s0 − sa
N

2
(33)

Each individual located in x will in that case experience the following unemployment rate

u(x) =
δ

δ + s(x) θq(θ)
(34)

which is the fraction of his/her lifetime when he/she is unemployed. Because s0(x) < 0, this

means, in particular, that u0(x) > 0 because workers residing further away from jobs search

less intensively. The flows in and out unemployment is given byZ N

0

1xs(x) θq(θ)dx = (1− u)Nδ (35)

where 1x is an indicator function that is equal to 1 if the worker is unemployed and zero

otherwise. However, since in steady-state, workers have been employment and unemployed

during 1 − u and u fraction of their time, and since the average search intensity is s =
1
N

R N
0
s(x) dx, we haveZ N

0

1xs(x) θq(θ)dx = θq(θ)

Z N

0

1xs(x)dx = θq(θ)

Z N

0

u s(x) dx = θq(θ)u sN

(36)

By combining (35) and (36), we obtain the unemployment rate of this economy, which is

equal to:

u =
δ

δ + s θq(θ)
(37)

10See Smith and Zenou (2003) and Wasmer and Zenou (2006) for model of endogenous search intensity s

showing that s is indeed a negative function of distance to jobs x.
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In that context, the workers’ instantaneous utilities are given by:

WL(x) = wL(x)− τ x−R(x)

and

WU(x) = wU − s(x)τ x−R(x)

for the employed and unemployed, respectively. As a result, the expected utility of a worker

residing in x is given by:

EW (x) = [1− u(x)]WL(x) + u(x)WU(x)

= wL(x)− τ x−R(x)− δ {wL(x)− wU − [1− s(x)] τ x}
δ + s(x) θq(θ)

where s(x) is defined by (31).

4.1 Labor-market equilibrium

The firms’ expected utility is as before and given by (12). Using the same wage determination

procedure as in the previous section, we easily obtain:

w∗L(x) = β(y + c) + (1− β) {wU + [1− s(x)] τ x} (38)

= β(y + c) + (1− β)
©
wU + (1− s0) τ x+ saτ x

2
ª

We have the same effects as before with one difference is that the wage is increasing and

convex (and not anymore linear) in distance x. Again we need a condition that guarantees

that y > w∗L(x), ∀x ∈ [0, N ]. We have:

y (1− β) > βc+ (1− β)
©
wU + (1− s0) τ N + saτ N

2
ª

(39)

The free-entry condition is given by EΠ(N/2) = 0, which, using (12) and (38) is equiva-

lent to:

y − wU =

∙
δ

q(θ∗)
+ β

¸
c

(1− β)
+ (1− s0) τ

N

2
+ saτ

µ
N

2

¶2
(40)

This is the equilibrium condition that determines the job creation θ∗ and, using (39), one

can see that there exists a unique solution in θ∗ to (40).
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4.2 Urban land-use and steady-state equilibrium

As before, using the wage (38), we can calculate the expected utility of a worker located at

x:

EW (x) = wU + β [1− u(x)] {y − wU + c− [1− s(x)] τx}− s(x) τx−R(x)

and their bid rent:

Ψ(x,EW ) = wU + β [1− u(x)] {y − wU + c− [1− s(x)] τx}− s(x) τx−EW

with

∂Ψ(x,EW )

∂x
= −βu0(x) {y − wU + c− [1− s0 + sax] τx}− βτ [1− u(x)]

− (s0 − 2sax) τ {1− β [1− u(x)]}

Since u0(x) > 0, a sufficient condition for the bid rent to be always negative is

2saN < s0 < 1 (41)

which is a slightly stronger condition than (32). Here the land rent compensates workers

not only for commuting costs and wages, as before, but also for their unemployment rate (or

more exactly the fraction of their lifetime when they are unemployed) since the further away

someone resides, the lower is the search intensity and the higher the time spent unemployed.

Using Definition 1, we easily obtain:

EW ∗ = wU + β [1− u(N)] {y − wU + c− [1− s(N)] τN}− s(N) τN (42)

R∗(x) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
β [y − wU + c] [u(N)− u(x)] + τ [s(N)N − s(x)x] for x ≤ N

+τβ {[1− u(N)] [1− s(N)]N − [1− s(x)] [1− u(x)]x}
0 for x > N (43)

with s(N) = s0 − saN and u(N) = δ/ [δ + s(N) θq(θ)].

Finally, using Definition 2, it is straightforward to show that there exists a unique steady-

state equilibrium if (39) holds.
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5 Spatial mismatch

As stated in the introduction, there is an important empirical literature on the spatial

mismatch hypothesis (SMH). There are however few theoretical models that try to give the

exact mechanism that explains what being further away from jobs can have adverse labor-

market outcomes for ethnic minorities (Gobillon et al., 2007). Here, based on the model of

the previous section, we would like to give some theoretical foundation explaining the spatial

mismatch between jobs and black workers’ residential location.

Assume now that there are two types of workers, black and white (identified by superscript

i = B,W , respectively) whose mass are respectively given by NB and NW , with N =

NB + NW . Black and white workers have the same productivity y and thus firms have

no preference to hire one type of workers (there is no discrimination). The only difference

between black and white workers is due to the fact that the job contact rate is different.

Indeed, we assume that the job contact rate for a type−i worker located at x is given by
αis(x) θq(θ), where αB = α < αW = 1. This reflects the fact that blacks and whites have

different social networks because blacks tend to be friends with blacks and whites with whites

(see e.g. Sigelman et al., 1996).11 Since employers are mostly whites and a fraction of them

tend to recruit workers via word-of-mouth and friends,12 then obviously two workers B and

W located at the same distance x (and thus having the same s(x)) will not have the same

chance to have a contact with a firm. This, in particular, implies that, when a black worker

searches with intensity s(x), his/her returns from search is αs(x) (with 0 < α < 1) while for

whites it is exactly s(x). So there are lower returns to search for black workers.

In this context, the expected utility of a type−i worker is then given by:

EW i(x) =
£
1− ui(x)

¤
W i

L(x) + ui(x)W i
U(x)

=
£
1− ui(x)

¤
[wL(x)− τ x] + ui(x) [wU − s(x)τ x]−R(x)

11For example, Wial (1991) shows that, because blacks and whites have different social networks, white

workers tend to have better jobs and better opportunities than black workers.
12Sociologists and labor economists have produced a broad empirical literature on labor market networks.

In fact, the pervasiveness of social networks and their relative effectiveness varies with the social group con-

sidered. For instance, Holzer (1988) shows that among 16-23 year old workers who reported job acceptance,

66% use informal search channels (30% direct application without referral and 36% friends/relatives), while

only 11% use state agencies and 10% newspapers. See also Corcoran et al. (1980) and Granovetter (1995)

and for a literature survey Ioannides and Loury (2004).
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where

ui(x) =
δ

δ + αis(x) θq(θ)

The wage is still given by (38) and only depends on the location of the workers. As a result

the bid rent of a type−i worker located at a distance x from the job center is equal to:

Ψi(x,EW i) =
£
1− ui(x)

¤
[wL(x)− τ x] + ui(x) [wU − s(x)τ x]−EW i

=
£
1− ui(x)

¤
[β(y + c) + (1− β)wU − βτ x− (1− β) s(x)τ x]

+ui(x) [wU − s(x)τ x]−EW i

As in the previous section, assuming (41), the bid rent of a type−i worker is decreasing in
x, and it is easy to show that, ∀x, we have:¯̄̄̄

∂ΨW (x,EWW )

∂x

¯̄̄̄
>

¯̄̄̄
∂ΨB(x,EWB)

∂x

¯̄̄̄
The intuition is straightforward. Since αB = α < αW = 1, then, at each x, uB(x) >

uW (x), which implies that black workers spend more time unemployed over their lifetime

than whites and thus have lower expected commuting costs since the latter are equal to:

[1− ui(x)] τx + ui(x)s(x)τx for a type−i worker. As a result, white workers have steeper
bid rents than blacks and thus bid away black workers in order to reside closer to jobs. We

have the following result:

Proposition 3 If blacks and whites only differ by their contact rate αi, then black work-

ers reside further away from jobs, search less intensively, have a lower expected wage, and

experience higher spells of unemployment than white workers.

This is an interesting result that can be explained as follows. Because blacks have a

lower contact rate than whites, they are more often unemployed and thus have flatter bid

rents than whites. As a result, they reside further away from jobs. This implies that black

workers search less intensively than whites, i.e. sB(x) < sW (x), ∀x, and are thus even more
unemployed since now both αi and si(x) are lower. Space, by separating black and white

workers in the city, amplifies the effect on unemployment. Moreover, the expected wage of

a type−i worker is given by: £
1− ui(x)

¤
wL(x) + ui(x)wU
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Since ∀x, uW (x) << uB(x), then the expected wage of whites will be much higher than that

of blacks, even though they are more compensated for their spatial costs when they work.

Observe that the locational pattern obtained here, i.e. whites live between x = 0 and

x = NW while blacks reside between x = NW and x = N , can capture both the European

and American situations. Indeed, in Europe, ethnic minorities tend to live in the suburbs

far away from jobs. This is what we have here if we interpret the BD as the Central Business

District (CBD). In the US, blacks tend to live at the vicinity of the city-center but far away

from jobs since cities tend to be more and more decentralized in terms of jobs (see e.g.

Glaeser et al., 2007). If the BD is interpreted as the Suburban Business District (SBD), then

we have this pattern. What is crucial here is that, both in Europe and in the US, ethnic

minorities tend to be far away from jobs.

To close the model, we need to write the free-entry condition. When a new firm enters

the market it does not know which location and which type of worker it will hire. As a

result, the free-entry condition is given by:

NW

N
EΠW (

NW

2
) +

µ
1− NW

N

¶
EΠB(

N +NW

2
) = 0 (44)

where

EΠi(x) =

∙
q(θ)

δ + q(θ)

¸ £
y − wi

L(x)
¤
− δ

δ + q(θ)
c

=

∙
q(θ)

δ + q(θ)

¸ £
(1− β)

£
y − wU − (1− s0) τ x− saτ x

2
¤
− βc

¤
− δ

δ + q(θ)
c

Equation (44) is easy to understand. If a new firm enters the labor market, then, with

probability NW/N , it can hire a white worker, whose average location is NW/2, while, with

probability 1−NW/N , it can hire a black worker, whose average location is
¡
N +NW

¢
/2.

Solving the free-entry condition (44) leads to

y − wU =

∙
(1 + β)

δ

q(θ)
+ β

¸
c

(1− β)
+ (1− s0) τ

N

2
+ saτ

∙
N2 +NNW −N2

W

4

¸
(45)

We can now define the urban land-use equilibrium as follows:

Definition 3 An urban-land use equilibrium with black and white workers, high relocation

costs, and fixed-housing consumption is a 3-tuple (EWB∗, EWW∗, R∗(x)) such that:

Ψ(NW , EWB∗) = Ψ(NW , EWW∗) (46)
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Ψ(N,EWB∗) = RA = 0 (47)

R∗(x) = max
©
Ψ(x,EWB∗),Ψ(x,EWW∗), 0

ª
at each x ∈ (0, N ] (48)

Equations (46) and (47) reflect the equilibrium conditions in the land market. Equation

(46) says that, in the land market, at the frontier NW , the bid rent offered by white workers

is equal to the bid rent offered by black workers. Equation (47), in turn, says that the bid

rent of black workers at the city-fringe must be equal to the agricultural land. Finally, as in

the previous section, equation (48) defines the equilibrium land rent as the upper envelope

of the equilibrium bid rent curves of all workers and the agricultural rent line.

By solving the first two equations, we obtain:

EWB =
£
1− uB(N)

¤
β(y + c− τ N) +

£
1− β

¡
1− uB(N)

¢¤
[wU − s(N)τ N ]

(49)

EWW =
£
uB(NW )− uW (NW )

¤
β
£
y − wU + c−

¡
1− s(NW )

¢
τ NW

¤
+EWB

(50)

Finally, by plugging these values into the bid rent function, we get:

R∗(x) =
£
1− ui(x)

¤
[β(y + c) + (1− β)wU − βτ x]− s(x)τ x

£
1− β

¡
1− uW (x)

¢¤
+ui(x)wU −EWW

for 0 ≤ x ≤ NW , and

R∗(x) =
£
1− uB(x)

¤
[β(y + c− τ x)]−

£
1− uB(N)

¤
β(y + c− τ N)

+
£
1− β

¡
1− uB(x)

¢¤
[wU − s(x)τ x]−

£
1− β

¡
1− uB(N)

¢¤
[wU − s(N)τ N ]

for NW < x ≤ N .

6 Conclusion

Most empirical studies show that there are substantial relocation costs for moving, in par-

ticular transaction costs. In the present paper, we have investigated this issue in the context
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of a search-matching model. For that, we have developed a simple model where both search

and spatial frictions exist. We have characterized the steady-state equilibrium and shown

that its is not efficient. We have also provided a spatial Pissarides-Hosios condition, which

guarantees that the market and the social outcomes coincide. We have then extended the

basic model to take into account a well-observed empirical fact: the negative relationship

between search intensity and distance to jobs. This model have then helped us to explain

why black workers reside far away from jobs, experience higher spells of unemployment and

have lower wages than white workers.
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Appendix

Calculation of the wage

When r > 0, we have the following standard steady-state Bellman equations for the

lifetime expected utilities of the employed IL and unemployed IU :

rIL = wL − τ x−R(x)− δ (IL − IU) (51)

rIU = wU − s τ x−R(x) + sθq(θ) (IL − IU) (52)

By combining (51) and (52), we obtain:

IL − IU =
wL − wU − (1− s) τ x

r + δ + sθq(θ)
(53)

Denote respectively by IF and IV the intertemporal profit of a firm with a job and with a

vacancy. The steady-state Bellman equations can then be written as:

rIF = y − wL − δ(IF − IV ) (54)

rIV = −c+ q(θ)(IF − IV ) (55)

By combining (54) and (55), we obtain:

IF − IV =
y − wL + c

r + δ + q(θ)
(56)

The Nash bargaining program is defined as:

wL = argmax
wL

(IL − IU)
β (IF − IV )

1−β

By using (53) and (56), setting r = 0, and solving this program, we obtain (13).
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